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ABSTRACT
Aluminum and their alloys are key materials for the automotive and aerospace
industries. The dispersion of hard ceramic particles in the Al soft matrix
produces lightweight composites with interesting properties, as environmental
resistance, high specific strength and stiffness, high thermal and electrical
conductivity, and good wear resistance, encouraging their technological use.
Powder metallurgy techniques like mechanical alloying (MA) are very attractive
to design metal matrix composites, as they are able to achieve a homogeneous
distribution of well dispersed particles inside the metal matrix. In this work, pure
aluminum has been reinforced with particles of Niobium carbide (NbC), an
extremely hard and stable refractory ceramic. NbC is frequently used as a grain
growth inhibitor in micro-alloyed steel due to their low solubility in austenite. In
the present work, NbC is expected to act as a reinforcing phase by its fine
dispersion into the aluminum matrix, produced by MA.

Composite powders

produced after different milling times (up to 50h), with 10 and 20% (volume) of
NbC were characterized by diffraction laser particle size analysis, scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) and by X-ray diffraction (DRX), in order to establish
a relationship between the milling time and the characteristics of the powder
produced, as size and morphology, crystallite size and reinforcement
distribution. This characterization is important in defining the MA process for
production of composites for further consolidation by hot extrusion process.

Keywords: Metal matrix composites, mechanical alloying, niobium carbide,
aluminium.
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INTRODUCTION

Low density-high strength structural materials are very attractive for the
transportation industry, particularly when such characteristics are combined with
low cost and easy processing. Aluminium is a key material in such “lightweight
structures” scenario, exhibiting low density, low cost, easy manufacturability, a
consolidated supply chain, and a high recyclability potential. When alloyed, Al
can be hardened by precipitation heat treatment. Furthermore, additional
hardening can be obtained by the dispersion of high strength/hardness ceramic
particles, resulting in a class of materials known as metal matrix composites
(MMC), more specifically ceramic reinforced aluminium matrix composites
(AMC). Since the decade of 80’, several research groups have worked in many
MMC systems, and after the 90’, the initiatives were driven by cost issues.
Consequently, low cost ceramic particles like Al2O3 and SiC, abundant due to
the abrasive industry, became the more widely used reinforcing phase for
AMC(1-3). MMC in general, show high elastic modulus and high strength, at
ambient and elevated temperatures, low thermal expansion coefficient and
better tribological properties, when comparing to the unreinforced metals (2, 4-5).
Ti, Al and Mg, due to their lower density among several metals, are preferable
for the MMC production(3-5). As far as the reinforcing phase for Al is concerned,
SiC is the most used for the production of AMC, but it can react with the matrix
in elevated temperatures resulting in brittle intermediary compounds that are
deleterious to the mechanical properties(2-3). On the other hand, Al2O3 is quite
stable in presence of Al, but its poor wettability by the Al can result in poor
interaction with the matrix(2-4, 6).
High energy ball milling process (HEBM) is widely used in production of
high quality MMC, as it promotes and efficient incorporation of the hard
reinforcing phase into the ductile matrix particles, and simultaneously refining
the matrix microstructure and the reinforcing particle size(7).
Brazil is actually the leading country in production of Niobium based
products, and within this scenario, Niobium Carbide (NbC) has a great potential
to be used as a reinforcing phase in AMC, although its density of 7,60 g/cm3 is
higher than that of Al2O3 and SiC (3,96 and 3,10g/cm3, respectively). There are
few works relating to the NbC reinforcing MMC, restricted to reinforcement of
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Cu for electrical applications(8-10). There is no information available for NbC
reinforced AMC. Within this context, the present work deals with the production
of NbC reinforced AMC through the powder metallurgy technique – MA. In a
first step, blends of commercially pure Al and NbC powders were obtained, and
the effect of milling time on the NbC dispersion into the Al particles was
evaluated. The promising results encouraged to the future production of
composite bars, consolidating the blended powder by the hot extrusion process.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

NbC reinforced AMC were produced by the HEBM process, using
commercially pure aluminium powder supplied by Alcoa (grade 101 - 99,8%
purity, particles size ranging from 23 to 48 m) and NbC powder supplied by
Treibacher Industry AG, (98,5% purity, particles size ranging from 1 to 2 m). In
order to verify the NbC particle size distribution, a small amount of such
particles were collected and dispersed into ethanol under sonication and the
suspension was analysed into a Cilas 1190 diffraction laser particle size
analyzer.
Mixtures containing 10 and 20% (volume) of NbC were produced in a
Fritsch Pulverisette 5 planetary mill, using milling times of 5, 10, 20 and 50h, a
velocity of 200 RPM, and a ball to powder ratio of 20:1. Hardened AISI52100
steel balls (20mm in diameter) and 250 ml stainless steel vials were used. 1%
(in weight) of stearic acid was employed as a process control agent. Milling was
performed under air atmosphere.
Samples collected from the milled powders were analyzed in a FEI
INSPECT S-50 scanning electron microscope (SEM), after conventional
metallographic preparation consisting of embedding in Bakelite, grinding and
polishing. For SEM analysis, atomic number contrast through backscattering
electron images was employed, as the atomic mass differences between Al
matrix and NbC particles are favorable for the use of this technique. Composite
milled powders were also evaluated by X-Ray diffraction in a Rigaku, Ultima IV
diffractometer, in order to verify the eventual occurrence of unexpected phases
like contaminants. Crystallites size for the reinforcing phase was estimated as a
function of the milling time, from the diffraction peaks enlargement, using
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Warren-Averbach method(11). Diffraction spectra from isolated NbC powder at
its initial condition, was used as a reference.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fig. 1 shows the particle size distribution of the NbC used in this work. It
can be observed that the distribution is quite narrow and fine, with 80% of the
particles laying below 3,0 µm. This characteristic is important for a reinforcing
phase, as a fine and homogeneous distribution is easier to obtain from finer
starting particles. It is also observed that the distribution does not follow a
typical normal shape, as the fraction of particles bigger than 3,0 µm sharply

Histogram (x10)

Cumulative fraction (%)

decreases. This aspect is typical for powders selected by sieving.

Equivalent diameter (µm)

Fig. 1: NbC particle size distribution obtained from a diffraction laser particle
size analyzer.

Fig. 2 shows low magnification SEM images from the obtained composite
powders, for different milling times and reinforcing volume fraction. It can be
easily observed that the composite particle size decrease with the milling time,
as expected. However, when comparing the composites milled for 5h with
different volumes of reinforcing phase, one can observe that fragmentation of
matrix particles is faster with the addition of 20% of NbC. For samples milled for
20 and 50h, differences in the matrix particle sizes, for different amounts of
NbC, is minimal. It is well established that the presence of large hard particles
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into the Al soft matrix results creates geometrically necessary dislocations near
the particles and resulting in large local strain gradients. The density of such
dislocations is proportional to the strain gradient, and as the inter-particle space
decreases as their volumetric fraction increases, it is expected that the Al work
hardening rate increases with the volume of reinforcing phase. The work
hardening results in faster fragmentation of the matrix particles and contributes
to the grain refinement process(12-13).

200 µm
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Al 10% NbC 50h

200 µm

200 µm

Al 20% NbC 5h
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Fig. 2: Low magnification SEM images showing the effect of milling time in the
matrix particle size, for 10 and 20% of reinforcing fraction.

Higher magnification SEM images reveals that even for milling times as
short as 5h, the reinforcing phase is already well dispersed into the Al matrix
particles, as shown in Fig. 3. Back scattered electrons image easily contrasts
the heavier reinforcing phase that appears brighter in the images. It seems that
the ductile Al particles embedded the hard and small NbC particles during the
continuous cold welding and fragmentation process stimulated by HEBM. It is
still evident from the same figure that the NbC particles are also fragmented
during the process, resulting in visible very small particles. As the milling time
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increases, this fragmentation process seems to result in an additional reduction
on the reinforcing particles size, as observed in Fig. 4, although some few
bigger particles not yet embedded into the matrix are still present in the sample
containing 20% of NbC.

5 µm

5 µm

Al 10% NbC 5h

Al 20% NbC 5h

Fig. 3: High magnification back scattered SEM images of composite powders
milled for 5 h, with different reinforcing volume fraction.

5 µm
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Al 20% NbC 50h

Al 10% NbC 50h

Fig. 4: High magnification back scattered SEM images of composite powders
milled for 50 h, with different reinforcing volume fraction.

X-ray diffraction patterns obtained for the composite powders are shown in
Fig. 5. Only peaks related to Al and NbC phases were identified and no
significant contamination or oxidation during the milling process, are observed.
When comparing in detail the main peaks of the two phases, it is observed that
their width increases with the milling time. Using the Warren-Averbach
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method(11), it can be observed in Fig. 6 that NbC crystallite size decreases as
the milling time increases from 5 to 10h, remaining constant at around 25 and
20 nm (for 10 and 20% of NbC, respectively) for longer milling times. It is also
observed that higher is the reinforcing proportion, faster is the fragmentation of
the particles at shorter milling times.
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Fig. 5: X-ray diffraction patterns obtained from the composites powders.
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Fig. 6: Effect of milling time on the NbC crystallite size for composites produced
with 10 and 20% in volume of NbC.

CONCLUSIONS

From the results obtained in the present work, it can be concluded that
HEBM process is a successful route for the production of NbC reinforced AMC.
The fine and homogeneous dispersion of the reinforcing phase was obtained
after milling times as short as 5h. However the increase in the milling time to 10
or 20h can result in additional benefits in the future consolidate bulk composite,
as the size of reinforcing phase and mainly of the Al matrix decreases.
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